February 2020

Fullerton Lux Funds - China A Equities - Class A (USD)
Investment Objective
The investment objective of the Fund is to generate competitive risk adjusted return on a relative basis.

Fund size
USD 45.70 million

Investment Focus and Approach
The Investment Manager seeks to achieve the objective of the Fund by investing primarily in China "A"
shares listed on PRC Stock Exchanges through the Investment Manager’s RQFII quota.
The investment universe will include, but not limited to, exchange traded funds, listed warrants, index
futures, securities investment funds, listed onshore bonds, money market funds, cash and other financial
instruments qualifying as RQFII Eligible Securities.
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Returns of more than 1 year are annualised. Returns are calculated on a single pricing basis in USD with
net dividends and distributions (if any) reinvested. Offer-to-bid returns include an assumed preliminary
charge of 5% which may or may not be charged to investors.
Benchmark: MSCI China A Onshore Net (USD)
Source: Fullerton Fund Management Company Ltd, MSCI Inc. and Bloomberg.
Market Review
The MSCI China A index started the month with a sharp sell-off but recovered losses after the
government began rolling out policy support. In particular, the China Securities Regulatory Commission
loosened its refinancing rules to help listed companies counteract the effects of the COVID-19 outbreak,
which aided investor sentiment. In terms of monthly data, China’s economic data for February was
negatively impacted by COVID-19. Manufacturing activity weakened, with both the NBS and Caixin
Manufacturing PMI dropping to record lows of 35.7 and 40.3, respectively. On the policy front, the
People’s Bank of China cut its 1-year Medium Term Lending Rate by 10bp to 3.15%.
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Investment Strategy
UEN: 200312672W
We continue to remain positive on the China A shares market on the back of strong policy response. On
a more positive note, we have seen a gradual resumption of business and production activity in the
mainland since February. In the longer term, we believe that the impact of the COVID-19 outbreak is
likely to be transitory and will not have any major structural impact on China and the rest of Asia.

* Figures have been truncated to 2
decimal places. The official price is
published on Fullerton's website.

Sector Breakdown
Communication Services
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Financials
Health Care
Industrial
Information Technology
Materials
Real Estate
Others
Cash and cash equivalents

Top 5 Holdings
2.2%
7.7%
13.1%
20.9%
9.4%
9.0%
22.5%
5.0%
5.2%
0.6%
4.5%

China Merchants Bank
Kweichow Moutai
Ping An Insurance Group
Luxshare Precision
Industrial Bank Co. Ltd

5.7%
5.6%
5.5%
4.2%
3.9%

Disclaimer: This publication is for information only and your specific investment objectives, financial situation and needs are not
considered here. The value of units in the Fund and any accruing income from the units may fall or rise. Any past performance,
prediction or forecast is not indicative of future or likely performance. Any past payout yields and payments are not indicative of future
payout yields and payments. Distributions (if any) may be declared at the absolute discretion of Fullerton Fund Management Company
Ltd (UEN: 200312672W) (“Fullerton”) and are not guaranteed. Distribution may be declared out of income and/or capital of the Fund, in
accordance with the prospectus. Where distributions (if any) are declared in accordance with the prospectus, this may result in an
immediate reduction of the net asset value per unit in the Fund. Applications must be made on the application form accompanying the
prospectus, which can be obtained from Fullerton or its approved distributors. You should read the prospectus and seek advice from a
financial adviser before investing. If you choose not to seek advice, you should consider whether the Fund is suitable for you. The Fund
may use or invest in financial derivative instruments. Please refer to the prospectus of the Fund for more information.
This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.

